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PROBLEM STATEMENT AND CONTEXT
How might users and organizations 

have the ability to discover, identify, and 
redact Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII) from documents at 
scale so that they can safeguard 

sensitive data to protect privacy and 
remain compliant?

What is PII?
Personally identifiable information (PII) is 
defined as any information connected to 
a specific individual that can be used to 

uncover that individual's identity, such as 
their social security number, full name, 

email address or phone number.

Why is it important?
legal compliance, cyber-hygiene, 
personal privacy, sensitive data 

security, limited damage from a data 
breach



KEY RESEARCH
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Key Research

FERPA - Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, governs access to 
educational records by public entities such as employers, publicly funded 
educational institutions, and foreign governments - common violations include 
failure to secure information, and leakage without consent, whether intentionally 
or not. HIPAA similar but for medical records

Our biggest concern was legal compliance, as privacy violations are one of the 
biggest legal headaches for companies and people in general. There were 4500 
known breaches between 2005 and 2015 - this is old data, and if this is the 
amount of known breaches, there are definitely many more that went 
unreported. Providing a way for the average person to take data security into 
their own hands is crucial to reducing the damage caused by data breaches.



USER PERSONAS

         JESSICA HELEN, 28
HR Specialist

- company has changing 
regulations

- wants to protect 
employee data 

         ALEX PATTERSON, 32
Cybersecurity Professional
- wants to prevent damage 

of future breaches
- wants to integrate with 

existing workflows



USER PERSONAS

User Needs: 
● Changing regulations means we need a new software tool
● A precise PII detecting program to enhance the security of sensitive 

employee data since current systems lacked necessary precision for 
foolproof protection

● A program that seamlessly integrates into HR workflows to enhance 
data security and ensure compliance with privacy regulations



ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
VALUES
Security 
Privacy

ETHICAL CONCERN
Data being stored by 

our PII tool gets 
breached and loses 

security

SOLUTION
We hosted our PII tool as an 
extension and chose not to 

store user data

POSITIVE IMPACT

Our goal is to increase the 
overall security of all PII 

LONG TERM IMPACT

Users will gain control over 
their own data and what is 
released and what is not

The main values in designing our project are privacy and 
security, this translates to a prominent ethical concern of 
data being stored by our PII tool potentially getting 
breached and personal data getting stolen. 

The solution we decided on was to not store any user 
data, and instead, have them host it on their device as an 
extension. For example, like grammarly.

The positive impact our product would have is increasing 
the general security of PII data by essentially giving the 
power of detection back to its users

This translates to a longer term impact which is that users 
will have more control over what data is released and 
what is not



CONCEPT VALIDATION

FEASIBILITY

Browser extension 
discovery tool instead 

of website/app

USER VALIDATION

Provide many use 
cases to cater to the 
needs of dealing with 

PII

LESSONS LEARNED

Simplicity is key for 
easier access and 

being intuitive



KEY TAKEAWAYS

PII Identification
Data policy compliance

Privacy Protection
Compliance with 

Regulations
Support Systems

SOLUTION
Chrome extension for PII 
tracking and redacting

MEASURES

ETHICS



DEMO

CyberHuskies PII SafeGuard Chrome Browser 
Extension Software Tool Demo Video

https://youtu.be/WU_lEhY_c8s?si=RcZd_lfpZ7xKnrdR

https://youtu.be/WU_lEhY_c8s?si=RcZd_lfpZ7xKnrdR
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WU_lEhY_c8s












NEXT STEPS

CLOSING PROJECT

We have decided to 
closeout our project

CURRENT AGENDA

With immediate 
post-graduation plans, we 

will put this project on 
pause

LOOKING FORWARD

As AI develops further, we 
plan to revisit our project 

in the next 5 years 
hopefully



THANK YOU!


